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EBBW VALE RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB

GLOUCESTER
v.
EBBW VALE

On Monday, 10th October, 1966 at the Welfare Ground

OFFICIAL PROGRAMME 3d.  
KICK-OFF 7 p.m.
EBBW VALE RUGBY FOOTBALL CLUB

WE anticipate a hard game with this fine Gloucester team this evening, but have no doubt, that like our previous games with them that the Rugby will be interesting and entertaining. They can be sure of an enthusiastic welcome from local rugger fans.

WELCOME GLOUCESTER!

The Athletic maintained their unbeaten record by defeating the well-established W.R. side Blaenavon on Saturday by 21-9. Blaenavon are a good team, who beat Pontypool earlier this season. All of which goes to prove that the Athletic are capable of acquitting themselves well against far stronger opposition than a lot of the teams which appear on the Athletics fixture list. I’m told that Mike Treanor, Graham Evans, and Lyn Roberts had splendid games and that Wilf Hunt scored a try after one of his characteristic bursts. The other tries were scored by Alan Foster, Roger Jukes, Mike Treanor and Graham Evans. Barry Tovey converted three.

The first XV’s win against Cheltenham emphasised the value of a skilful, mobile pack, Gordon Main, who broke his leg last season is playing better than ever while Gareth Howls has settled down and has fulfilled the promise of last season. Bernard Williams his partner in the second row has recovered the form he showed when he first joined the Club. Skipper Des Winters will be pleased with the form in the loose of hooker Des Greenslade.

Peter Moyle’s try on Saturday followed a typical Gordon Shipp thrust which made the opening for some determined running by David Finch. What a fine back row this is.

——

EBBW VALE, PIONEERS IN STEEL MAKING